The Pensteel Range of Open Top Drums
220/120/60/30 Litre Capacity

Pensteel is one of the premier companies
supplying IBCs to the Chemical, Paint, Food and
Pharmaceutical industries. Along with IBCs, we
are able to now offer a range of Open Tops
which, with UN approval complement our current
range of liquid containers.
Our drums are made from high-density
polyethylene (HDPE) resin by the extrusion blow
moulding process. All the materials used in their
manufacture have been authorised for use in
contact with food. The 30 and 60 Litre sizes are
fitted with drop handles that provides enhanced
safety and security benefits.
These robust large aperture drums are fitted
with a black HDPE lid, fastened by a galvanised
steel closing ring that can be security sealed
ensuring the highest degree of protection for the
goods throughout the supply chain. The drums
are designed to contain substances in the form
of powders, granules and viscous materials.
They are safe to handle and easy to open and
close. Our drums are only available in blue.
The Open Top drums are all certificated for the
transport of dangerous solid goods in
compliance with UN packaging requirements.

Open Top Drums 30, 60, 120 and 220
Litres

Our open top drums are also able to use our
tamper evident sequentially numbered tamper
evident seal for secure transportation to your
clients (please see our IBC accessories brochure
for more details)

Article No.

Capacity (L)

Weight (kg)

Diameter (mm)

Height
(mm)

UN Mark
Solids

Qty. Per
Pack

4013130
1243004
213012

30
60
120

2.12
3.5
6.0

315
400
496

520
620
800

X60
X105
X225

4010840

220

9.65

590

978

X320

48pcs*
36pcs**
Loose
Loaded
Loose
Loaded

*30 litres– 4 Layers of 12pcs on CP1-HTS Pallet heat shrunk

**60 Litres– 4 layers of 9 units on CP3-HTS Pallet heat shrunk
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